
BIO
We are Heaven Sent Cat, an indie rock duo with homebase Vienna, united by our love for music, 
but also by the indispensable need to be authentic. With our socially critical songs we want to 
inspire to deviate from the well-trodden paths of thinking and feeling. That's why the direct 
exchange with the audience is so important to us. A successful gig is perhaps comparable to the 
energy of a life-affirming demo for all involved: Both have a healing flow, a stimulating communal 
experience.
The big is reflected in the small and vice versa, which is why we sing about soul friendships as well
as a committed advocacy for a good life for all and a healthy planet. We: That's multi-
instrumentalist Anna - guitar and lead vocals - and former STOMP performer Johannes on drums.
Soon four years ago, on a cold foggy night in the Wild West of Ireland, our band was born after a 
visit from a cat that only heaven could have sent. Our influences, including a whole lot of The 
Frames, the eclectic of Arcade Fire, the experimental of Grizzly Bear, the uncompromising of 
Queens Of The Stone Age - it all adds up to our own diverse yet unique sound.
With longstanding loyal companions, a wonderful live line-up has formed around us, which - 
meanwhile grown to a quintet - allows us to realize our sometimes quite complex audio visions on 
stage as well.
After almost two years of studio work, we are finally about to finish our debut album together with 
our co-producer Kurt Richter, who seems to complement us in a perfect way. After some live 
sessions and video singles, the next clips are already in the pipeline - just in time for the album 
release.

AUDIO (Selection of previously unreleased album tracks - Thank you for not sharing 
publicly!)
https://soundcloud.com/user-623452089/sets/maybe-pearl-album-preview/s-lPsYqzdjrsV

LIVE:
Gotta Have:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svNmgFmC75Y
Maybe Pearl:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekTEMEj5NXA

CONTACT:
Web: www.heavensentcat.com
Email: heavensentcat@gmail.com
Tel: +43 664 454 6698


